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Abstrat
A lattie version of the Fokker-Plank equation (FPE), aounting for dissipative interations,
not resolved on the moleular sale, is introdued. The lattie FPE is applied to the study of
eletrorheologial transport of a one-dimensional harged uid, and found to yield quantitative
agreement with a reent analytial solution. Future extensions, inluding inelasti ion-ion ollisions,
are also outlined.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last deade disrete lattie versions of kineti equations, most notably the
Lattie-Boltzmann (LB) method, have undergone burgeoning progress for the simulation
of large sale hydrodynami ows [1, 2, 3, 4℄ and of the dynamis of olloidal suspensions
[5, 6℄. The LB method was developed in response to major aws of its predeessor, the
lattie gas ellular automaton [7, 8℄, following the anonial route of lassial Statistial Me-
hanis. A few years later the formal onnetion of the LB method with ontinuum kineti
theory was also eluidated [9℄.
One of the major appeals of the LB method is its exibility, whih allows to aomodate a
host of omplex physial eets, inluding boundary onditions at interfaes, intermoleular
fores and even hemial reations, through eient and elegant disretizations of the fore
term in the kineti Vlasov-Boltzmann equation. One of the limitations of the LB method
is that, sine it generates the time evolution of the one partile distribution funtion, u-
tuations are not aounted for. Brownian noise beomes inreasingly important as one
explores ows on ever smaller sales, as in olloidal systems, or in narrow pores (mirou-
idis). The problem has been addressed on the olloidal sales, by inorporating a random
(Brownian) fore omponent in the momentum ux stress tensor [5, 10℄, or at the level of
the disrete LB equation itself [6℄.
On the other hand, all LB implementations to date are based on the relaxation form of
the ollision operator, either in salar [11℄ or tensorial form [12℄. In this paper we show that
the LB methodology an be easily extended to deal with small sale proesses involving a
Brownian omponent, by introduing a lattie version of the Fokker-Plank (FP) ollision
operator [13, 14℄. In full analogy with the LB equation, the present lattie Fokker-Plank
equation builds upon an optimized form of importane sampling of veloity spae whih, at
variane with most numerial grid methods [14, 15, 16℄, permits to solve the Fokker-Plank
equation near loal-equilibrium in full single-partile phase spae. The FP operator aounts
for fritional dissipation due, e.g., to solute-solvent interations or inelasti ollisions with
obstales and onning surfaes, whih need not be resolved on a moleular sale. We
have, in partiular, in mind eletrorheologial transport of ions onned in swollen lays,
between membranes, or through water-lled nanopores (see e.g. [17℄), like ion hannels
through membranes [18℄. The FP equation has reently been applied to a detailed analysis
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of stationary ion urrents through one-dimensional pores of nite or innite length [19℄, and
analyti results were obtained in the ase of independent (non-interating) ions. In partiular
the ion urrent was shown to saturate with inreasing applied eld, and this result will serve
as a benhmark for the numerial alulations presented later in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we disuss the respetive roles of the FP
and Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) ollision operators in modelling transport and ows of
solutes in impliit solvent and onned geometries. A one-dimensional kineti model for ion
transport through narrow pores is presented in Setion 3. The lattie Fokker-Plank (LFP)
equation for this problem is derived in Setion 4. Numerial results are presented in Setion
5 and ompared to the preditions of ref. [19℄, while onluding remarks are made in Setion
6. Stability analysis of the LFPE is outlined in the appendix.
II. FOKKER-PLANCK VERSUS BGK COLLISION OPERATORS
Kineti equations for the time evolution of the distribution funtion f(r,v; t) of a given
speies of partiles onventionally involve a free-ow term (left-hand side) and a ollision
term (right-hand side), i.e.
(∂t + vα∂xα + aα∂vα)f(r,v; t) = C[f(r,v; t)] (1)
where xα and vα (1 ≤ α ≤ d) are the artesian omponents of the d-dimensional position
and veloity vetors r and v, ∂xα and ∂vα are the omponents of the orresponding gradient
operators, while aα = Fα/m are the omponents of the aeleration due to an externally
applied, or a self-onsistent fore eld F (m is the partile mass). The Einstein onvention of
summation over repeated indies α is assumed. On the right hand side C denotes a ollision
operator (yet to be speied), ating on the distribution funtion f .
If one is interested in ows involving two (or more) speies, e.g. a solvent and a solute,
one may adopt one of two strategies:
a) one may treat the two speies (say a and b) on the same footing, by introduing two
distribution funtions fi(r,v; t) (i = a or b) , assoiated with the two speies, the time
evolution of whih is governed by two oupled kineti equations. In the perspetive of a
disrete lattie formulation of the LB type, the simplest ollision operators Cij(i, j = a or b)
ating on the distribution funtions are of the BGK form, involving several relaxation times
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[20℄.
b) An alternative route, whih is partiularly appropriate when the solutes are olloidal
partiles, and whih will be adopted here, is to assume a separation of time sales, and use
an impliit solvent desription of the Langevin form, involving fritional and random fores.
The orresponding ollision operator is the familiar Fokker-Plank operator [13, 14℄ whih
may also aount for inelasti ollisions of the solute partiles with onning surfaes. In
suh an eetive one-omponent desription, the dissipative solute/solvent and solute/wall
ouplings are desribed by a FP ollision operator, while onservative solute/solute ollisions
are desribed by a BGK operator. Expliitly, in the presene of the eletri eld,
(∂t + vα∂xα + aα∂vα)f(r,v; t) = C
FP [f(r,v; t)] + CBGK [f(r,v; t)] (2)
where
CFP [f ] = ∂vα(Rα +D∂vα)f (3)
CBGK [f ] = −ω(f − f eqBGK) (4)
In eq. (3) Rα are the omponents of the drag fore, whih will be taken of the familiar
form R = γv, where γ is a onstant frition oeient, D haraterizes diusion in veloity
spae, and is related to γ by D = γv2T , where vT =
√
kBT/m is the thermal veloity and
ω = 1/τ is the solute-solute ollision frequeny.
The BGK ollision operator entails a relaxation of the distribution funtion to the usual
loal Maxwellian equilibrium,
f eqBGK(r,v; t) =
n(r; t)
(2piv2T )
3/2
e−(v−u)
2/2v2
T
(5)
where n(r; t) is the loal density, u = u(r; t) is the loal average (or ow) veloity, while the
thermal veloity vT may depend on position and time, via the loal temperature T (r; t).
The equilibrium resulting from the ombined ation of Fokker-Plank ollisions and the
eletri eld is given by a global shifted Maxwellian:
f eqFP,E(r,v; t) =
n(r; t)
(2piv2T )
3/2
e−(v−uE)
2/2v2
T
(6)
where uE ≡ qEmγ is the drift speed assoiated with the eletri eld. By denition, the om-
posite loal equilibrium resulting from the ompetition of the two operators in the presene
of an eletri eld satises the ondition
CFP [f eq] + CBGK [f eq]− aα∂vαf eq = 0 (7)
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This may be rewritten as
CFP,E[f eq] = ω
γ
(f eq − f eqBGK) (8)
where CFP,E = ∂vα(vα + v2T∂vα) − (aα/γ)∂vα is the Fokker-Plank operator inluding the
eletri eld.
From the expression (8), it is lear that in the strongly dissipative regime ω/γ → 0,
f eq → f eqFP,E, while the leading order orretion is proportional to the dierene f eqFP,E−f eqBGK ,
i.e. to the deviation of the loal ow eld u from the drift speed uE . This is onsistent with
the fat that when u = uE , a ondition whih is reahed at steady-state, the FP and BGK
equilibria oinide.
The interplay between the FP and BGK ollision operators spawns a rih variety of
physial eets, whih will be the objet of future investigations. In the sequel, however, we
shall onne our attention to the methodologial aspets related to the lattie formulation
of the Fokker-Plank equation. For illustration purposes, and the sake of simpliity, we
heneforth restrit the disussion to the ase d = 1 (one spatial dimension) of the FP
equation and to its validation by omparison with reent exat results.
III. A ONE-DIMENSIONAL KINETIC MODEL FOR TRANSPORT THROUGH
PORES
In this Setion the impliit solvent kineti model introdued in the previous Setion is
applied to the important problem of single-le ion transport through a water-lled pore
onneting two reservoirs, under the ation of an applied eletri eld or ion-onentration
gradient. The one-dimensional version of the kineti model (2)-(4) provides a rude repre-
sentation of ion permation of ion hannels through membranes separating intra and extra-
ellular ompartments [18, 19℄. Ion permeation of suh hannels has been examined by
numerous Moleular Dynamis (MD) or Brownian Dynamis (BD) simulations of realisti
or semi-realisti quasi-ylindrial models (for a review, see [21℄) or by numerial solutions
of the Poisson-Nernst-Plank equations [22℄, but the present study is inspired by the reent
kineti modelling of ref. [19℄.
The ation of the onning, quasi-ylindrial pore is rudely represented by restriting
ion motion to one dimension and by a ontribution to the fritional fore −γv.
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The one-dimensional version of the kineti equation (2)-(4) may be ast in the form
(∂t + v∂x)f = C
FP [f ] + CBGK [f ]− a∂vf = ∂v[γ(vf + v2T∂vf)]− ω(f − f eqBGK)− a∂vf (9)
where f = f(x, v; t) and a = qE/m, E being the applied eletri eld and q the harge of
the ions; in pratie one is mostly interested in mono or divalent ations (q = +e or +2e).
The last two terms on the r.h.s. of eq. (9) may be regrouped into a single FP-like term
CFP [f ]− a∂vf = ∂vγ[(v − uE)f + v2T∂vf ] (10)
where uE = qE/mγ = a/γ is the ion drift veloity in response to the applied eld.
The loal equilibrium solution of the kineti equation (9) is hene
f eqBGK(x, v; t) =
n(x; t)
(2piv2T )
1/2
e−[v−u(x;t)]
2/2v2
T
(11)
The zeroth, rst and seond moments of the distribution are the loal density n, urrent J
and pressure (or momentum ux) P per unit mass
n(x; t) =
∫
∞
−∞
f(x, v; t)dv (12)
J(x; t) =
∫
∞
−∞
vf(x, v; t)dv ≡ n(x; t)u(x; t) (13)
P (x; t) =
∫
∞
−∞
vvf(x, v; t)dv (14)
Note that in one dimension the momentum ux is proportional to the (kineti) energy, but
this is of ourse no longer true in higher dimension.
By multiplying both sides of the kineti equation (9) suessively by 1, v and v2, and
integrating over all v, one easily arrives at the following marosopi equations
∂tn(x; t) + ∂xJ(x; t) = 0 (15)
∂tJ(x; t) + ∂xP (x; t) = −γJ(x; t) + n(x; t)a (16)
∂tP (x; t) + ∂xQ(x; t) = −2γn(x; t)u
2(x; t)
2
+ 2aJ(x; t) (17)
Eq.(15) is the ontinuity equation expressing the onservation of mass; equation (16) ex-
presses momentum balane with proper aount of frition and aeleration due to the
eletri eld while (17) is the energy balane equation, taking into aount the heat ux
Q(x; t) =
∫
∞
−∞
v2vf(x, v; t)dv (18)
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as well as fritional dissipation. The standard kineti equation with the BGK ollision
operator yields the same three marosopi equations without the dissipative ontributions
stemming from the FP ollision operator. In the ase of a steady, homogeneous ow, eq.(16)
leads bak to Ohm's law, qJ = σE, with a ondutivity σ = nq2/γm.
Stationary solutions of eq. (9) have been obtained in the ase of independent ions (ω = 0),
for nite length as well as innitely long hannels in ref. [19℄. Solutions in the non-stationary
ase, and inluding the BGK ollision term in addition to the FP term, an only be obtained
numerially. In the next setion we derive the lattie version of the kineti equation (9).
IV. THE LATTICE-FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
The lattie version of the kineti equation (9) may be systematially derived along the
lines leading to the LB equation[23℄. Sine the latter is well doumented[1, 2, 3, 4℄ we restrit
most of the following disussion to the FP ollision operator (10).
The distribution funtion is expanded onto a Hermite basis
f(x, v; t) =
K∑
k=0
Fk(x; t)hk(v)w(v) (19)
where w(v) = (2piv2T )
−1/2e−v
2/2v2
T
is the one-dimensional Hermite weight funtion, while
hk(v) is the Hermite polynomial of order k. By substituting eq.(19) into the kineti equation
eq.(9), and projeting upon the Hermite basis, one arrives at
∂tFl(x; t) + ∂xGl(x; t) = Cl(x; t) (20)
where
Fl(x; t) =
∫
∞
−∞
f(x, v; t)hl(v)dv (21)
Gl(x; t) =
∫
∞
−∞
vf(x, v; t)hl(v)dv (22)
Cl(x; t) =
∫
∞
−∞
CFP [f(x, v; t)]hl(v)dv (23)
CFPbeing the linear FP operator (10).
Equations (20) are the usual moment relations assoiated with the FP equations. The
next step is to evaluate the kineti moments Fl, Gl and Cl by Gauss-Hermite quadrature.
Noting that f(x, v; t)/w(v) is a polynomial in v, the quadrature reads
Fl(x; t) =
G−1∑
i=0
f(x, vi; t)
w(vi)
wihl(vi) (24)
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where the vi and wi are the nodes and weights of the quadrature. It is ruial to observe
that Eq. (24) is exat for polynomials of degree up to (2G + 1). This means that the
present Hermite-Gauss projetion is de-fato equivalent to an optimized form of importane
sampling of veloity spae. It is this disretization whih permits to ompute the evolution
of the low-order marosopi moments (density-urrent) more eiently than any standard
disretization of veloity spae (see ref. [15℄ and referenes therein). In fat, any grid method
would neessarily use a mesh-spaing in veloity spae whih is a fration, say at most 1/10,
of the thermal speed, vT . Covering a few units of vT would then take at least 30-50 grid
points in veloity spae. In ontrast, LFPE only needs at most ve. The advantage to LFPE
would be even more substantial in higher dimensions.
Expressions similar to Eq.(24) hold for Gl and Cl. Substituting these into eq. (20), and
identifying the fators of hl(vi) on both sides of the resulting sum, one obtains the following
set of equations
∂tfi(x; t) + vi∂xfi(x; t) = ci(x; t) 0 ≤ i ≤ G− 1 (25)
where the following identiations have been made
fi(x; t) ≡ f(x, vi; t)wi
w(vi)
(26)
ci(x; t) ≡ C
FP [f(x, vi; t)]wi
w(vi)
(27)
The disrete ollision operator is entirely speied by the oeients ci dened by eq. (27).
These an be unambiguously omputed from the spetral deomposition of the ontinuous
operator CFP [f(x, v; t)] similar to eq. (19), i.e.
CFP (vi) ≡ CFP [f(x, vi; t)] =
K∑
k=0
Ck(x; t)hk(vi)w(vi) (28)
Knowledge of the spetral oeients Ck(x, t) allows the disrete oeients ci(x; t) in
eq.(27) to be alulated, thereby providing an operational denition of the disrete FP
operator.
The last step is to perform time integration along the harateristis dxi = vidt aording
to the standard pratie of LB algorithms. This yields the desired lattie-Fokker-Plank
(LFP) equation
fi(x+ vi∆t, t +∆t)− fi(x, t) = ci(x; t)∆t (29)
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where ∆t is the time-step hosen for the numerial solution.
The spetral oeients of the FP operator are easily alulated to be
C0 = 0 (30)
C1 = −γJ + na (31)
C2 = −2γ(P − nv2T ) + 2aJ (32)
C3 = −3γ(Q− 3v2TJ) + 3a(P − nv2T ) (33)
C4 = −4γ(R − 5v2TP + 2nv4T ) + 4a(Q− 2Jv2T ) (34)
where R =
∫
∞
−∞
dvv4f(x, v; t) and the rst four Hermite polynomials are h0 = 1, h1 = v,
h2 = v
2 − v2T , h3 = v3 − 3vv2T , h4 = v4 − 4v2v2T + v4T . High order oeients (Ck; k ≥ 2)
dier from those derived from the BGK operator (if ω = γ). All oeients, as well as n,
u, P and Q, dened by eqs (12)-(14) and (18), and R, are loal quantities, depending on x
and t.
Returning to the LFP equation (29), we now onsider two disretized models, namely
Q3 and Q5, involving three and ve veloities and where v
2
T = 1/3 and v
2
T = 1 respetively.
Within Q3 the veloities vi and assoiated weights wi are
v0 = 0 w0 = 2/3
v1 = +1; w1 = 1/6 (35)
v2 = −1; w2 = 1/6
The three veloities vi (i = 0, 1, 2) may be onsidered as the omponents of a three-vetor
(0, 1,−1). It proves onvenient to onstrut a basis of three suh vetors A(k) whih satisfy
the orthonormality onditions
A
(k) ·A(l) =
2∑
i=0
A
(k)
i A
(l)
i wi = δ
(k,l)
(36)
These vetors are easily alulated to be
A
(0) = (1, 1, 1)
A
(1) =
√
3(v0, v1, v2) =
√
3(0, 1,−1) (37)
A
(2) =
3√
2
(v20 − v2T , v21 − v2T , v22 − v2T ) =
1√
2
(−1, 2, 2)
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within this basis, the ollision operator in eq. (29) may be ast in the form
ci(x, t) = (C0A
(0)
i + C1A
(1)
i + C2A
(2)
i )wi (38)
The various x and t-dependent quantities follow from the denitions (12)-(14) by replaing
the integrals over veloities by sums over the 3 disrete veloities v0, v1 and v2, using the
proper weights wi. These presriptions entirely speify the Lattie Fokker-Plank (LFP)
equation for the model Q3. The same proedure may be used to speify the LFP equation
for the Q5 model, where the 5 veloities are (−2,−1, 0, 1, 2), and the orresponding weights
wi are (1/12, 1/6, 1/2, 1/6, 1/12), with a resulting thermal speed vT = 1.
The Lattie BGK equation has been widely desribed in the literature [3℄, and therefore
only a very skethy desription is provided below. The lattie BGK equation has the same
form as eq.(29), where the lattie BGK ollision operator is given by
cBGKi = −ω(fi − f eqBGK,i) (39)
The loal equilibrium takes the form of a loal Maxwellian expanded to seond order in the
Mah number M = u/vT ,
f eqBGK,i = win
(
1 +
viu
v2T
+
(vivi − v2T )u2
2v4T
)
(40)
The lattie equilibria, inluding the weights wi, are designed on the requirement of fullling
mass and momentum onservation, that is
G−1∑
i=0
f eqBGK,i =
G−1∑
i=0
fi = n (41)
and
G−1∑
i=0
f eqBGK,ivi =
G−1∑
i=0
fivi = nu (42)
The parameter ω is an inverse relaxation sale whih ontrols the shear visosity of the
lattie uid.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
As a rst appliation and test of the LFP formalism, we onsider the single-le trans-
port of ions through a pore of length L onneting two reservoirs ontaining ions at given
10
onentrations. As in ref. [19℄ we assume that at both ends of the pore, the ion distri-
bution funtion is a Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution at temperature T whih
determines the thermal veloity vT . For instane, in the Q3 ase, boundary onditions are
imposed as follows
f1(x = 0, t) =
nl√
2pi
f2(x = L+ 1, t) =
nr√
2pi
(43)
where subsripts 1 and 2 stand for rightward and leftward propagation and nl, nr indiate
the left and right reservoir densities respetively. The reservoirs are loated at x = 0 and
x = L + 1 respetively, while the physial hannel runs from 1 ≤ x ≤ L. Note that the
expressions (43) orrespond to xing the inoming uxes from the reservoirs, hene they
do not imply that nl and nr oinide with the uid density at inlet and outlet setions. In
fat, sine the ion distribution funtion in the reservoirs is a Maxwellian at zero marosopi
speed, ontinuity of the uxes (urrent density), implies a disontinuity of both density and
veloity proles at both ends of the hannel.
We dene the dimensionless urrent
J⋆ = J
√
2pi
v2T
1
n
(44)
the dimensionless aeleration, or eletri eld
a⋆ =
maL
kBT
=
qEL
kBT
=
E
ET
(45)
and the dimensionless ollision rate
γ⋆ =
γL
vT
=
γ
γT
=
Eγ
ET
(46)
where n is the reservoir ion density, ET = kBT/qL is a thermal eletri eld, suh that the
work it produes to move a harge q over the hannel length L equals the thermal energy
kBT , while Eγ = γkBT/(qvT ) = mγvT/q is the eletri eld produing on a harge q a fore
whih balanes the fritional fore −mγvT . In other words, in a linear regime, the drift
veloities assoiated with ET and Eγ are uT = vT/γ
⋆
and uγ = vT respetively. Clearly,
in innitely long hannels, or zero-temperature uids, uT → 0, and the ioni urrent is
ontrolled by pure dissipation, uE =
qE
mγ
. In nite-size, nite-temperature situations, and
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onstant-ux boundary onditions, however, deviations from this simple Ohmi regime must
be expeted, as we shall show in the sequel.
We have solved the LFP equation numerially to determine the stationary distribution
funtion f(x, v) and derive the orresponding marosopi moments, primarily the urrent
J(x). Sine we fous on the Fokker-Plank operator, for the time being, we exlude ion-ion
ollisions by setting ω = 0.
In Figure 1, the stationary density proles n(x) alulated with the Q3 and Q5 models
for two values of the eletri eld, a⋆ = 1 (moderate) and a⋆ = 3 (strong), are ompared to
the analytial result of the ontinuous veloity model [19℄, whih reads as follows:
nexact(x) = Ae
a⋆x/L +B
where
A =
1
2 sinh(a⋆/2)
[
nr − nl + a
a⋆
√
2piB
]
B =
nle
a⋆/2 − nre−a⋆/2
2 sinh(a⋆/2)e−a⋆2/2γ⋆2 +
√
π
2
a⋆
γ⋆
[
cosh(a⋆/2) + sinh(a⋆/2)
∫ vT a⋆/γ⋆
−vT a⋆/γ⋆
dvΦ(v)
]
and Φ =
√
1/2pivT exp(−v2/2v2T ). The total urrent owing through the hannel is Jexact =
aB/γ. It should be appreiated that the strongly non-linear dependene of the urrent (see
the expression of B) reets the highly non-trivial ompetition between the eet of the
boundary onditions and the eletri eld.
The ratio of the numerial to analytial density proles n(x)/nexact(x), is seen to deviate
from the unit value of about 10% for a⋆ = 3 and less than 5% for a⋆ = 1. These departures
an be attributed to the onstant-ux boundary onditions whih, as disussed previously,
introdue a disontinuity at the open ends of the hannel. We also notie that the Q5
solution appears appreiably more aurate than the Q3 one. At lower values of the eletri
eld, both Q3 and Q5 yield exellent agreement with the analytial solution.
The urrent-voltage relation is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the redued urrent J⋆ is
plotted as a funtion of the redued eletri eld, a⋆ ≡ E/ET , for three values of the
redued ollision rate γ⋆ = Eγ/ET = 1, 5, 10. Results obtained with the Q3 and Q5 models
are ompared to the analytial preditions of ref. [19℄, where the problem was solved for a
ontinuous veloity spetrum (Q
∞
). First, we notie that the Ohmi regime, E/ET ≪ 1,
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is well reprodued in all three ases. As the strength of the eletri eld is inreased, the
urrent shows the saturation eet predited by the analytial results [19℄.
This saturation is a diret onsequene of the imposed boundary onditions. Sine the
reservoirs annot feed more than nvT ions per unit area and time, the urrent annot exeed
its ballisti value vTn/
√
2pi in the limit E → ∞. The rate of onvergene towards the
asymptoti limit depends sensitively on the redued ollision rate γ⋆. Fig. 2 shows that the
results obtained with the Q5 model are systematially loser to the exat results than those
obtained with the Q3 model.
We have also heked that with simple boundary onditions, e.g. periodi, Ohm's law
J⋆ = E⋆/γ⋆, is reprodued to mahine auray and independently on the grid size, beyond
about 100 grid points. However, the present ase is muh more hallenging due to the highly
non-trivial boundary onditions. In fat, a very slow onvergene of the results as a funtion
of grid resolution is observed (see Figure 3). This is probably aused by the representation of
the reservoirs by a single lattie point without making allowane for any nite size transition
region between the urrent-arrying distribution funtion in the hannel and the no-urrent
equilibrium urrent in the reservoirs. The onsequene of a less abrupt treatment of the
boundaries will be explored in the future.
VI. EFFECTS OF ION-ION COLLISIONS
The BGK ollision operator (39) does not make any ontribution to the ontinuity and
momentum equations beause, by onstrution, ion-ion ollisions have been designed to
onserve mass and momentum (elasti ollisions). As a result, the BGK operator does not
ontribute to the momentum equation, and onsequently, it annot produe any eet on
the eletri ondutivity of the system. In fat, ion-ion ollisions are in ontrol of the shear
visosity of the harged uid, learly an irrelevant notion in one-dimensional systems.
However, in eletro-rheologial ows, ions move in the presene of a surrounding solvent,
typially water. It is therefore reasonable to assume that ion-ion eetive ollisions may
beome inelasti on aount of the ion interation with the solvent. A natural way to
inlude suh inelasti eets within the BGK operator is to assume a mismath between
the equilbrium urrent Jeq =
∑G−1
i=0 f
eq
i vi and the atual urrent J arried by the ions. The
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simplest form for suh a mismath is
Jeq = λJ (47)
where λ is a parameter measuring the degree of inelastiity of the 'eetive' ion-ion ollisions
(0 < λ < 1 for passive solvents, i.e. momentum absorbing media, while λ > 1 denotes ative
solvents, i.e. momentum-imparting media, and λ = 1 for standard elasti ollisions).
The relation (47) is readily implemented by replaing u with λu in the seond term within
parentheses on the right hand side of the eq. (40). With this modiation, the BGK ollision
operator ontributes a term −ω(J −Jeq) = −ω(1−λ)J to the momentum equation, so that
inelasti ollisions make themselves felt through an eetive frequeny ωλ = (1 − λ)ω. As
a result, setting aside boundary onditions, i.e. in an innitely long hannel, for simpliity,
the steady-state urrent is given by
J =
nE/γ
1 + ωλ/γ
This expression has been heked against numerial simulations (with periodi boundary
onditions) for λ = 0 (fully inelasti) and λ = 1 (fully elasti), with γ = 0.1 and ω/γ =
0.1, 1, 10. In Figure 4, we report the ratio J(λ = 0)/J(λ = 1) as a funtion of the eletri eld
strength, and ompare it with the analytial result γ/(γ + ω). From this gure, exellent
agreement with the analytial results is learly appreiated. Although the present test
only serves the purpose of illustrating the basi idea, it is hoped that ombination of the
lattie Fokker-Plank equation with inelasti BGK operators, will permit to explore omplex
situations in one, two and three dimensions, out of reah of analytial methods, suh as
multiomponent uids (ions, ations and solvent) with heterogeneous surfae interations,
trapping eets and related phenomena.
VII. CONCLUSION
In onlusion, we have developed a lattie version of the Fokker-Plank equation (FPE)
whih, by onstrution, an solve near-equilibrium kineti problems in the full single-partile
phase spae. The main sope of the lattie FPE is to aount for dissipative interations
not resolved at the moleular sale, suh as uid interations with solid walls and/or solute-
solvent ollisions. The lattie FPE has been applied to the study of eletrorheologial trans-
port of a one-dimensional harged uid, and found to yield satisfatory agreement with a
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reent non-trivial analytial solution, espeially for the ve-speed ase. In partiular, the
lattie FPE proves apable of prediting the saturation eet resulting from the non-linear
interation between the eletri eld and the onstant-ux boundary onditions imposed by
the presene of equilibrium reservoirs at the hannel boundaries.
The present lattie FPE extends straightforwardly to higher dimensions and it might
prove useful for the numerial investigation of more omplex situations, suh as heterogeneus
hannels with kineti traps, and/or multiomponent uids, for whih analytial solutions are
no longer available.
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Appendix A: STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE LATTICE FPE
Being derived from the same priniples, the lattie Fokker-Plank equation shares many
features with the Lattie Boltzmann equation. Among the main advantages: i) a very
eient sampling of veloity spae, whih permits to work in steps of size ∆v = vT rather
than of a fration thereof; ii) sine the disrete speeds vi are onstant, the streaming operator
v∂xf an be integrated exatly along the harateristis ∆x = vi∆t, i.e. by a mere shift of
the disrete distribution from site x to site x+ vi∆t, iii) the ollision operator is ompletely
loal in spae, whih makes the Lattie FPE well suited to parallel omputing. Of ourse,
there are limitations too. In partiular, the damping rate is approximately bounded within
the range
a/vT < γ < 1/∆t
The lower bound relates to the fat that damping rates below a/vT imply that partiles may
aquire a drift speed u = a/γ larger than the thermal speed. This endangers the stability
of the lattie FPE, beause the ondition u > vT may violate the positive-deniteness of
the trunated distribution (eq.19), whih onsists only of a very limited number of Hermite
polynomials. Thus, in full analogy with LBE, the lattie FPE is best suited to desribe near-
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equilibrium, low-Mah number ows, with u/vT ≪ 1. The upper boundary is ditated by a
stability ondition of the time-marhing sheme, speially of the expliit time integration
of the ollision operator (we reall that the streaming operator is integrated exatly). The
stability of the lattie FPE an be estimated by means of the following inequality
|Ck∆t
Fk
| < 1 (A1)
whih states that the hange in the marosopi moment Fk(x, t) due to ollisions in a time
step ∆t, should not exeed the value of Fk(x, t) itself.
In order to elaborate this ondition further, we reall the expression of the ve Hermite
polynomials relevant to the Q5 lattie, that is:
h0(vi) = 1i = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1]
h1(vi) = vi = [−2,−1, 0,+1,+2]
h2(vi) = v
2
i − v2T = [3, 0,−1, 0, 3]
h3(vi) = v
3
i − 3v2Tvi = [−2, 2, 0,−2, 2]
h4(vi) = v
4
i − 4v2Tv2i + v4T = [1,−2, 1,−2, 1]
The orresponding marosopi moments in equations (30)-(34), are given by:
F0 = n (A2)
F1 = J (A3)
F2 = nu
2
(A4)
F3 = Q− 3Jv2T (A5)
F4 = R− 4nv2Tu2 − 3nv4T (A6)
In view of these expressions, the stability ondition (A1) is readily reast in a more infor-
mative form as:
kγ∆t < 1, k = 1, 4 (A7)
A more spei result an be obtained by analyzing the dispersion relation assoiated
with the lattie FPE. Upon Fourier-transforming the lattie FPE eq.(29), fi(x, t) =∑
k,ω fi(k, ω)e
I(kx−ωt)
, we obtain (I denotes the imaginary unit):
∑
j
[(e−I(ω−kvi)∆t − 1)δij − Cij∆t]fj = 0 (A8)
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where Cij is the ollision matrix assoiated with the Fokker-Plank operator. This matrix
an be omputed as follows. Consider the denition of the spetral oeient Cl in eq.(23),
and express the funtion CFP [f ] as Cˆf , where Cˆ = ∂vα [Rα + D∂vα ] is the Fokker-Plank
operator ating upon f(x, v, t). By expanding the funtion f on the Hermite basis as given
by eq.(19), eq.(23) takes the form
Ck =
∑
l
CklFl (A9)
where
Ckl =
∫
hk(v)Cˆ w(v)hl(v)dv (A10)
is the matrix representation of the Fokker-Plank operator in the global Hermite basis. By
using eq.(24) to express Fl in terms of fj, we obtain:
Ci =
∑
kl
Cklhk(vi)wi
∑
j
hl(vj)fj ≡
∑
j
Cijfj
whih denes the ollision matrix Cij as:
Cij = wi
∑
kl
hk(vi)Cklhl(vj) (A11)
The above expression is the operational key of the lattie FPE and lends itself to a fairly
transparent physial interpretation. The matrix element Cij , expressing the eet of popu-
lation fi on population fj, is a weighted average over all spetral modes, the weights being
the Hermite eigenfuntions evaluated at v = vi and v = vj respetively.
It is now onvenient to normalize the Hermite oeients hk(vi) as follows:
hik ≡ hk(vi)/
√
Hk
where Hk =
∑
i hk(vi)wihk(vi) are the normalization fators, expliitly H0 = 1, H1 = 1, H2 =
2, H3 = 2, H4 = 2.
The expressions (A11) and (A10) are nothing but the matrix representations of the
Fokker-Plank operator in the loal (Dira's deltas) and global (Hermite polynomials) basis
funtions. The transformation between these two representations is performed by the matrix
hik. It is readily heked that this matrix fullls the orthonormality ondition
∑
k
hikwihkj = δij
Consequently, the matries Cij and Ckl are related by a similarity transformation, hene
they are iso-spetral (they share the same eigenvalues).
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The spetrum of Ckl an be obtained by diret inspetion of eq.s (30)-(34) for the ase
E = 0, and taking into aount the denitions (A2). The resulting matrix Ckl is identied
as:
Ckl =


0 0 0 0 0
0 −γ 0 0 0
0 0 −2γ 0 0
0 0 0 −3γ 0
0 0 4γ 0 −4γ


whih delivers the following ve eigenvalues:
λk = −kγ, k = 0, 4
Note the zero eigenvalue assoiated with mass onservation.
Aording to standard arguments of Lattie Boltzmann theory [1℄, the stability ondition
assoiated with the dispersion relation (A8), reads as follows:
|1− kγ∆t| < 1, k = 1, 4 (A12)
This is satised within the range
0 < γ∆t < 1/2 (A13)
It is perhaps interesting to observe that the proedure outlined in this Appendix an
be applied to a very broad lass of kineti equations, inluding the Klein-Gordon and
Shrödinger equations of quantum mehanis [24℄.
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Figure 1: Ratio of numerial to analytial density proles along a hannel of length 10000, for
a⋆ = 1.0 and a⋆ = 3.0. The solid line and the dashed line orrespond to the Q3 and the Q5 models
respetively.
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Figure 2: Redued urrent J⋆ as a funtion of the redued applied eld a⋆ = E/ET . Filled symbols
orrespond to the Q3 model while open symbols to the Q5 model. Cirles, squares and diamonds
orrespond to γ⋆ = 0.1, 5 and 10 respetively. Solid, dashed and long-dashed lines are the theoretial
preditions for the three values of γ⋆ . The horizontal line highlights the limiting plateau J⋆ = 1.
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Figure 3: The pointwise error of the numerial vs. analytial solution for the density and urrent
at the midpoint of the hannel for the Q5 lattie as a funtion of the number of grid points N .
Cirles and squares refer to density and urrent respetively. The main parameters are a⋆ = 1 and
γ⋆ = 10. The dashed lines orrepond to N−1 and N−1/2 onvergene.
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Figure 4: Ratio of urrents for elasti vs. inelasti ollisions, Jλ=0/Jλ=1, for Eγ/ET = 100. Three
values of λ/ω = 0.1, 1, and 10 orrespond to the upper, middle and lower urves respetively. The
horizontal lines represent the theoretial predition.
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